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Replace "11 > I" b~' "0 > 1".

"Initial point TI/(2)": Tn (2) is not a point to me. but rather a
coordinate of .ne. Als0Qnitial" sugg 'sts .. -. ()?1?"2-<...~

In fact. I don't think ~'ou need to assume anvthing on T,,(2

-

Page 9, line +4: Please replace ". Then" by". Then".

L--{a)

(b)

?

(c)
(d) The statement is confusing to me: "divergence at an(?) at least

linear rate" suggestCi to me that the quotient iCibigger than 1.
. • flft

In the proof, it becOl.l)..['Cic:lCJ).r_that you mean the diflen:f}n' of T~;:Y?-:;.
_ccmsecutivc iterates.' \\'hy not state the inequality and reInove -1 t/""-""--',

.I ---- - , )anv ambiguity?! . ~ ~ ~ ~ '
.•.. '.-1 ," '\

(e) In the proof, replac~ "> a-I as .7:,,(2) < P""'2X "> n~1 as TI/(2) <
p,," which sho~s that--ntJt.mnghas te5 be'sssuined about :r" (2) in
the Citatement. . , t-,,,./'f~)~i-.... r

'f>.~ . '._,",

Page 15. Section 6, fourth pnragraph, "all non-zero points on this line c....-o-....yr ..••.•.<'(;.
lemain fixed uncleI' T.SL": This iCinot correct, it is only true for all II " •...,...c~,,'_.

I . points of the form Ab, where A > 0, clue to the evaluation of Ab . ,.~. pc.l-
V ~.:..> ' -" \--, h--).... .
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(a) Should the last "1" be"O"?

(b) If so, why is T" (2) > ()? I don't sec this. Is it part of the assymp-
-tillil onthe starting' point', i.e., .T(J(2) > (). If so, Theorem 11 on

that page needs to be modified accordingly.
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T,,+1(2) -1 = ,1',,(2)(11/p,,) >1.<:J
l
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13.

1::2. PClge U. TllC'ulllll~1

11. Page 14. top. regarding the follmving

8, Page 9, to: In general, S n L is only a subset of the set of fixed points
of TSL' While in your setting it is clear ths,t hereS n L is unique in

.~ the positive open halfspnce, it is not denr lCJ'lli" why the :;8t of £ixt~d
,--- . ---

points of TS.L is unique there. So I don't sec why you can speak of an
"isolated fixed point of TS.L" without further justification.

10. Page 10, Theorem 2: In what sense do you usc the adjective "critical'
y/'~hcre? Presumably not in the sense of having-gradients-equal-to-zero,

in \\'hich case it is more dear to delete "criticial".
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